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Abstract 

Semi-unification is the problem of solving inequalities of the form M1 .:5 M 2 in the sub
sumption lattice of free first-order terms. Since this problem does not seem to have attracted 
general attention we give a comprehensive treatment of its basic algebraic properties and 
contrast it with unification, the problem of solving term equations. We show that, contrary 
to some statements in the literature and in contrast to term equations, term inequalities 
do not have unique most general solutions with respect to strong equivalence, the preferred 
notion of "renaming of variables". A natural, weaker notion of equivalence, however, admits 
unique most general solutions and, more generally, induces a complete lattice onto the set 
of all solutions of term inequalities. We provide two rewriting specifications of most gen
eral solutions, the second of which is uniformly terminating due to a novel extended occurs 
check. 

1 Introduction 

Unification and semi-unification deal with related problems. Unification addresses solving equa
tions between free first-order terms while semi-unification tackles the question of solving in
equalities of the form M1 :5 M2 between terms M1 and M2.1 Here :5 refers to the subsumption 
preordering on terms. 

Whereas unification has innumerous well-known uses and applications, semi-unification and 
related problems have apparently only recently received attention. Inequality constraints in gen
eral [GRDR88], and semi-unification in particular [Cho86,Hen88], have been shown to be at the 
heart of type checking in implicitly typed polymorphic program.ming languages. Term inequali
ties have also been explored as a partial order theory for constraint logic programming [PM88] 
and, in general, as a form of "partial order programming'' [Par89]. Recently term inequalities 

•Th.is research has been supported by the ONR under contract number N00014-85-K-0413. 
1 We find the prevalent tenninology somewhat unfortunate. While there is a distinction between "equation" 

(something that is to be 8olved) and "equality" (something that hold8), there is no corresponding distinction with 
"inequality" since the term "inequation" is not commonly used in the English language. Even worse, "inequality" 
gives no indication as to whether::; (leu-tha.n-or- eq11,a./-to) or-::/ (not- eq11-a.l-to) is meant, and there is no standard 
linguistic mechanism for distinguishing between these two. The term "inequation" has popped up in the literature, 
but, since it is still uncommon, we will use "inequality" in this paper throughout. Th.is also makes it possible, 
admittedly somewhat artificially, to distinguish our systems of equations and inequalities from the related, but 
different, systems of equations and inequations in (Col84] and (LMM87). 
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of the form M1 f. M2 have been studied in a general setting [Col84,LMM87,MSK87]. We be
lieve that, similarly, semi-unification is worthy of investigation on the basis of its fundamental 
character. 

A correct treatment of the algebraic structure of semi-unifiers - solutions of term inequalities 
- is trickier than is apparent at first sight. This is evidenced by technically incorrect treatments 
and statements in the literature [PM88,Cho86]. In this paper we present some results on the 
algebraic structure of semi-unifiers and briefly report some complexity-theoretic results. Our 
main goal is to convince the reader that, in the same fashion in which strong equivalence classes of 
idempotent substitutions (see below for definitions) characterize the solutions of term equations 
and vice versa (see theorem 4), the weak equivalence classes of all substitutions characterize the 
solutions of term inequalities and vice versa (see theorem 5). In particular, we cannot replace 
"strong" by "weak" in this statement. Two substitutions o-1 and o-2 are strongly equivalent if 
there are substitutions o and o' such that o o o' = t, where L denotes the identity substitution, 
and o o a- = a-' . Strong equivalence is the preferred formalization the common phrase "equivalent 
up to renaming of variables". We will show that, unlike term equations, term inequalities do not 
have most general solutions that are unique modulo strong equivalence. The weaker notion of 
weak equivalence admits unique most general solutions. 

After this introduction, in section 2, we describe terms and substitutions and their basic 
algebraic structure. Section 3 contains definitions of systems of equations and inequalities and 
their solutions, semi-unifiers, as well as some basic results. We compare the algebraic structure of 
unifiers, modulo strong equivalence, and the structure of semi-unifiers, modulo weak equivalence, 
in section 4. The following section, section 5, contains two rewriting specifications for comput
ing most general semi-unifiers. Section 6 briefly reports some recent results on the relation of 
semi-unification with problems in type theory and computational complexity of nonuniform and 
uniform semi-unification. Finally, section 7 gives a brief summary. 

2 The Algebraic Structure of Terms and Substitutions 

In this section we define the objects of our universe of discourse, terms and substitutions, and 
investigate aspects of their algebraic structure. The material is mostly extracted from [Hue80], 
[Ede85], and [LMM87]; much of the material dates back to [Plo70a] , [Plo70b], [Rey70], and 
[Hue76]. Some definitions and results are cast in new way. They are, though simple refinements 
of standard results, useful in later sections. 

2.1 Basic Definitions 

Definition 1 (Variables, functors, constants, terms) 
Let V be an infinite denumerable set, F a nonempty denumberable set, and C a denumerable 

set disjoint from V. The set of (first-order) terms T(F, C, V) (or simply T whenever F, C, and 
V are understood) consists of all strings derivable from M in 

M ::= xlclf(M, ... , M) 

where f, c, and x range over F, C, and V, respectively. F, C, and V are called functors, 
constants, and variables, respectively. 

The set of extended terms T(F,C, V)n (or simply Tn) is T(F,C, V) with an additional 
distinguished element n called the undefined term. 
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Two terms Mi, M2 ET are equal, denoted Mi = M2 , if and only if Mi and M 2 are identical 
as strings; e. g., f(x, y) = f (x, y) , but f(x , y) ::f; f( u , v) .2 n is equal to itself and no other term. 

Definition 2 (Substitution) 
The set of (first-order) substitutions S(F, C, V) {or simply S whenever F , C , and V are 

understood from the context) is a mapping from V to T that is the identity almost everywhere. 
Every substitution u can be applied to extended terms by defin ing 

u(n) 
u(c) 

u(f(Mi, .,,,Mn)) = 

n 
c, if CE C 

f(u(Mi) , . .. , u(Mn)) , 

The domain D(u) of u is {x E V I u(x) ::f; x}. The canonical representation of u with 
D(u) ={xi, ... , Xn} is {xi 1-+ u(xi), .. . , Xn 1-+ u(xn)}. V(u) = D(u) U V(u(D(u))) denotes the 
set of all variables that occur in the canonical representation of u . 

The mapping w, which maps all extended terms to n, is called the undefined substitution. 
For any set of substitutions T we will write rw f or T with the additional element w; S(F, C, V)w 
is called the set of extended substitutions. 3 

A substitution specifies the simultaneous replacement of some set of variables by specified 
terms. For example, for u 0 = {x 1-+ u,y 1-+ v , u 1-+ y,v 1-+ x} we have u 0(f(x , y)) = f(u,v) . 
The undefined substitution maps everything to the undefined term; e. g., w(f(x , y)) = n and 
w(n) = n . 

The undefined term n and the undefined substitution w are useful in providing a meaning 
for the dynamic notion of "failure" in unification and other applications. They also lead to a 
very satisfying algebraic structure of terms and substitutions (see theorems 1 and 3) . 

2.2 Term Subsumption 

D efinition 3 {Subsumption, a-conversion) 
The preordering ~ of subsumption4 on T 0 is defined by 

for any Mi, M2 ET°. 
The equivalence relation ~ of a-conversion on T 0 is defined by 

Mi ~ M2 <=> Mi ~ M2 I\ M2 ~ Mi 

for all Mi, M2 E T 0 . We write Mi < M2 if Mi ~ M 2, but Mi 1 M2 . For any ME T 0 , [M] 
denotes the equivalence class of M in T°. 

If Mi ~ M 2 we say Mi subsumes M2 ; e. g., f(x, y) subsumes f(g(y), z) since for ui = {x 1-+ 

g(y) , y 1-+ z} the equality ui(/(x, y)) = f(g(y), z) holds. If Mi~ M2 we say M2 is an a-variant 
of Mi and vice versa; e.g., f(x,y) is an a-variant of f(u,v). 

Recall that a partial ordering on the set L is a lattice if it has a greatest lower bound and 
a least upper bound for every finite subset of L. It is a complete lattice if it has greatest lower 

2 We use the convention that identifiers starting with letters from the lower half of the alphabet denote functors 
and identifiers starting with letters from the upper half of the alphabet stand for variables. 

3 Note that w is not a substitution from V to Tn since it is not the identity almost everywhere. 
4 Note that this definition follows (Hue80] and (Ede85), but is dual to the definition in (LMM87]. 
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bounds and least upper bounds for all subsets of L, not just finite ones (MB79]. Recall a lso I.hat 
a part ial ordering is N oetherian if it has no infinite descending chains M1 > M 2 > .. . [H ue80]. 

The preordering 5 on T0 induces a partial order on t he quotient set T° / e! = {[M) I M E 1'°}, 
which we will also denote by 5 . The structure of terms with respect t.o subsumption is capt.urcd 
in the following theorem. 

Theorem 1 1. (T0 /2!, 5) is Noetherian. 

2. (T0 / 2! , 5) is a complet e lattice. 

Proof: See (Hue80]. 

The least upper bound of a set 0 of extended terms is called its m ost general common 
instance; its greatest lower bound is called its most specific common anti-instance. T he t heorem 
expresses that both most general common instance and most specific common an ti-instance are 
unique modulo a-conversion. Finding the most general common instance of a pair of terms is a 
special case of the unification problem ( disjoint variable case). Finding the most specific common 
anti-instance of a pair is the anti-unification problem (Hue76,LMM87]. A most general common 
instance of {f(x, g(y)), f(g(y) , z)} is f(g(y) , g(z )) , but also f(g(u) ,g(v)) ; a most specific common 
anti-instance is f(s, t). Clearly, Vis the least element and {n} is the grea test element in r 0 /2! -

2.3 Generality of Substitutions 

For any subset W of V we will write u lw for the substitution defined by 

I ( ) _ { u(x), x E W 
u w X - dW 

X, X 'i" 

Definition 4 {Generality preorder, strong equivalence) 
Let W be a subset of V . Th e preordering 5w on sw over W is defin ed by 

u1 5w u2 {::} (3p E sw) (po u) lw= u 2 lw . 
The equivalence relation ~w on sw over W is defin ed by 

for all u1, u2 E SW. We write u1 <w u2 if u1 5w u2, but u1 1w u 2. For any u E SW, [u]w 
denotes the ~w-equivalence class of u in sw. 

If u1 5w u2 we say that u1 is at least as general as u2. The equivalence relation ~v is called 
strong equivalence. 

If u1, u2 E S, then u1 5v 112 ¢} (3p E S)p o u1 = u2. Strong equivalence is the standard 
not ion of "renaming" found in the literature [CL 73,LMM87] . 

For a given subset W of V we can ask whether it is possible to construct a sequence of ever 
more and more general subsitutions from a given starting substitution u E S. The answer to 
this question is negative and is proved below. 

D efinition 5 (degree) 
Let W be a subset of V; let u be a substitution in S. Let the length l(M) denote the number 

of occurrences of elem ents from FU V in M , fo r M E T . W e defin e the degree d(u , W) of u 
over W as follows. 5 

d(u, W) = max{( L l(u(x ))) - IV(u(W'))I : W' CW I\ IW'I < oo} 
x EW' 

5 Here u(W') denotes the set {u(x): x E W'}, and V(u(W')) stands for the set of all variables occurring in it. 
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Of course, we would have liked to define d(u, W) simply by (L.,ew l(u(x))) - IV(u(W))I , as 
in [Ede85], but this definition would be ill-defined for infinite W's. It is easy to see that due to 
the finiteness of the domain of any substitution d(u, W) is well-defined, that is, 0 .$ d(u, W) < oo, 
for any W C V and u ES. 

As in the case of terms, the preordering .$w induces a partial order on sw /':!:!.w = {[u]w I 
u E sw}, denoted also by .$w . 

Theorem 2 (T/':!:!.w, .$w) is Noetherian for any WC V. 

This theorem establishes an analog to theorem 1, part 1, for any W C V. To prove it we 
establish a lemma first, which is a simple generalization of a similar lemma in [Hue80]. 

Lemma 1 Let W be a subset of V; let u 1 , u2 be substitutions in S . Then 

1. u1 ===w u2 => d(u1, W) = d(u2, W) 

2. u1 <w u2 => d(u1, W) < d(u2, W) 

Proof: (Proof of lemma) [omitted for space reasons] 

The proof of the theorem is now straightforward. 

Proof: (Proof of theorem) 

Assume there is a set of equivalence classes {Ei I i 2:: 0} such that E; >w E;+l 

for every i 2:: 0. Let u; E Ei be arbitrary representatives of the E;'s for i 2:: 0. By 
assumption we have u; > <Ti+l · If <Ti = w for some i then i = 0 since there is no 
u E sw such that u >w w; consequently u; E S for i 2:: 1. We know that d(u1, W) 
is finite by definition of d. Lemma 1 asserts that for any i 2:: 1 it must be that 
d(ui, W) > d(u;+l, W). Consequently, there must be a <Tio with a negative degree , 
but this is impossible. Thus the assumption cannot hold, which proves that there 
are no infinite descending chains. 

We will call a subset W of V co-infinite if IV - WI = oo and co-finite otherwise. A natural 
question is whether there is an analog to theorem 1, part 2; i.e., whether Sw forms a ( complete) 
lattice under :5w just as (T0 / ':!:!., :5) is a complete lattice. Interestingly, the analogue holds for all 
co-infinite W, but fails for all co-finite Win a major way: sw /':!:!.w is neither an upper nor a lower 
semi-lattice under the partial order :5w . This shall be proved in the following two propositions. 

Proposition 2 For every co-finite subset W ofV there is a pair of substitutions u 1 , u2 ES with 
two minimal upper bounds v1, v2 ES with respect to :5w such that V1 ~w v2. 

Proof: Eder (Ede85] shows that the pair of substitutions 

{x 1-+ f(x,f(y, z)), y 1-+ f(x, f(y, z)), z 1-+ f(x, f(y, z))} 

and 

{x 1-+ J(f(x, y), z), y 1-+ J(f(x, y), z), z 1-+ J(f(x, y), z )} 

has an infinite set of minimal upper bounds, but no least upper bound with respect 
to :5v. 
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A simple generalization of Eder's pair will do the trick. Let W be a co-finite set . 
Without loss of generalization we can assume that V - W = {w1 , ... , wn} for some n 
and that {x1, .. . , Xn+1 , Yi , . . . , Yn+l, z1, ... , Zn+1J is a subset of W . Now with p; = 
{x; 1-+ f(x ;, f(y;,z;)),y; 1-+ f(x;,f(y;,z;)),z; 1-+ f(x ;,f(y; ,z;))} and u; = {x; 1-+ 

f(f(x;, y;), z;), y; 1-+ J(f(x;, y;), z;), z; 1-+ f(f(x;, y;) , z;)} consider the substitutions 
p = U;e{l, ... ,n+l} p; and u = U;e{l , ... ,n+l} u; . 6 The minimal upper bounds of p and u 
are the substitutions 

U;e{1, ... ,n+1} {x; 1-+ f(f(s;, t ;), f(u;, v;)), 
y; 1-+ f(f(s;, t ;), f(u;, v;)), 
z; 1-+ J(f(s;, t;),f(u;, v;))} 

for pairwise distinct variables W = {s1, ti, ui , vi , ... , sn+1 , tn+i , Un+l , Vn+iJ- Con
sider one such minimal upper bound, say u1 . Simple counting shows that there must 
be some variable w E W such that 

Thus w is in W . Ifwe consider another minimal upper bound, u2 , with range variables 

disjoint from 

then it is clear that u1 iw u2 because w 't V(u2(D(u2))). 

This shows that ( sw / e!.w, $w) is not an upper semi-lattice. We can a lso show that it fails to 
be a lower semi-lattice. 

Proposition 3 For every co-finite subset W of V there is a pair of substitutions u1 , u2 E S with 
two maximal lower bounds v1, v2 E S with respect to $w such that vi 1w v2. 

Proof: 

We shall only treat the case W = V. The general case is a generalization analogous 
to the previous proof. 

Let c1 , . . . , c4 , d1 , ... , d4 be eight pairwise distinct constants and let f be an arbitrary 
functor. (The proof is along the same lines as here, only a little bit more cumbersome, 
if there are fewer than eight constants; in particular, it also works if there are no 
constants at all. Note that there must be at least one functor by definition.) Consider 

u1 {x1 1-+ f(f(c1, c2), f(ca, c4)), 

x2 1-+ f(f(ci, c2),!(c3, c4)), 

x3 1-+ f(f( c1, c2), /(ca, c4))} 
6More formally, p = Pl o ... o Pn+l and o- = 0-1 o .. . o o-n+1. Since the order of composition is insignificant the 

informal set union operation on the canonical representations of the p;'s and o-; 's is well-defined. 
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and 

<T2 = {x1 1-+ f(f(d1, d2), f(ds, d4)) , 

x2 1-+ /(/(d1, d2), f(ds, d4)), 

X3 I-+ f(f(d1,d2) , f(d3 , d4))} . 

Both 

V1 = {x1 1-+ f(x1, f(x2, xs)), 

x2 1-+ f(x1,f(x2,xs)), 

xs 1-+ f(x1,f(x2,xs))} 

and 

V2 {x1 1-+ f(f(x1 , x2), xs), 
x2 1-+ f(f(x1 ,x2),xs), 

xs 1-+ f(f(x1,x2),xs)} 

are maximal lower bounds since, somewhat unexpectedly, 

does not form a lower bound of u1 or u2 for any variables x1, . .. , X4 . Clearly, v1 and 
v2 are not equivalent under ~v . 

The reason for this "misbehavior" of(Swf~w,~w) for co-finite Wis due to the fact that we 
cannot "hide" enough variables from "consideration" under ~w. For subsets W of V that leave 
"enough" variables hidden in V - W - for co-infinite W's - the partial orders ( sw / ~w , ~w) 
have indeed a lattice structure. The proof of this is a consequence of the more general corollary 5 
proved in section 4. 

Theorem 3 Let W be any subset of V . The following statements are equivalent. 

• ( sw / ~w, ~w) is a complete lattice. 

• W is co-infinite; that is, IV - WI= oo. 

3 Term Inequ~lities and Semi-Unifiers 

In this section we present basic definitions and properties of inequalities over the subsumption 
preordering of terms. 
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Doftni.tio,n 6 trM { atKl,., ud '" 1uli'ti, , " M•tti/ttrm/ trni/(lrm u m,.1111 
~t ~ ..,t~, ~ e,quf\ltoo- and \I\ q_u.tiU ( .. El •~ t1 J!t1ir ( , ) wA , A ,It 11/ i IHHI 

· ,J • m 1 p,n'N ,/-tr.rms /h)m T wn'U " •'ll ~h ftirm' 

Mu} Mu 

Mm1 

{ 
H U} It all 

J 11\ ll 

fl'Mu = "Ma) 
f'f'(M 1 = .r(Mu,i) ( ) 

" Mo,1 = IT M11111) 

Pl <T u) = c, Nu) 
P!l( er( 3l = a(N211) ( ) 

Pn(a'( ' n1 = IT(Nn~) 

A.olds M•ha-neouly is ct1llcd ft non,miform) 11ami-m1iflcr of . If Pl Po Pn III P /01· 
sorne p '4n" is ectll cl t1 uniform semi-unifier, 1md if ft1rihermo,~ p - i, tho id nHt11 ,rnb.rtitu'Uon, 
t.Aea" is called t1 unifier. 

S is solvabl if it Juts II semi-•nific•· othc,· 1h1m w. 

A semi-unifier in other words, is a s luti011 to l\ giv n II t of equo.tlon11 l\lld In qu lltlc11. A 
uniform semi-unifier additionally sol s th in qualit,i s in o. "llniform" fMhi n10, l:\nd o. unlfl l' 

solves t.he inequalities by making both sid ual. By d flnit.ion, if o.n EI lm11 o. 11nlflor It: hos 
a uniform semi-unifier and if it hM a uniforms mi-tmifl it hos all mi-unlfl r. 

For any SEI .. , ( ) is its et of s mi-unifl r , U U( ) it11 m11fi rm Ii mi-11nlfl r1, n.nd 
U(S) its unifiers. Clearly1 for unifiers th re is no n d to distinguish b tw on quot.ions llnd 
inequalities and we can view I in this case, an SEI = ( , !) I\S l\ sy tem of equo.tlon11 alone 
made up of£ UI. 

It is well known that a s t of equations Cl\ll be e.'Q)r sa d by t\ single qul\tlon in th 8 1u 

U1at the set of its solutions (unifiers) is id nticnl t,o t,h s t of solutions of tho orlglno.l fl t of 
equations. An analogous result, with th Sl\lll simpl proof, holds fi r 1mi/orm 8 mi-unlftcmt, but 
a.ppa.rently not for no,umifonn semi-unifiers. 

P1-oposition 4 For every SE! there art SEI's I aud 11 .,uch that 

J. 'consists of at rnost one eguation (and no incguality) aud U( ) = U(S')(= USU( ') = 
U(S')) . 

7 Note I.hat the symbols = and$ here aro only fermn.l, not l gl al •ymbol11 M In t.110 doflnHlon of tarm oqi.1Allty 
11.nd substUl\Ption . 

8 It is actually irrolevant whether w ia pormlttad l\mongat tha p; or not. 
9Here the symbols = and $ denote thelt· )ogle& meaning,. 

10Note that {x $ c1, .:i: $ c2} hu 11. seml-uniflet· - tho Identity s11b1tltutlon i - but no unlfo1·m MinnJ-unlfior, 
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2. S11 consists of at most one equation and one inequality and USU(S) = USU(S")(= 
SU(S")). 

Proof: For (1) form term M1 by tupling all the left-hand sides of S, and M 2 by 
tupling all the right-hand sides. Define S' ={Mi= M2}. For (2) proceed by tupling 
both sides of equations and inequalities separately. 

A more precise characterization of this property can be achieved if we restrict ourselves 
to ranked functors, that is, functors with a fixed arity. In this case it can be shown that the 
proposition above holds true if and only if there exists at least one functor with arity greater than 
or equal to 2 in F. The case where no such functor exists is algebraically and computationally 
much simpler. It is treated in [Cho86) under the name prefix inequalities. As a consequence 
of the above proposition we could restrict ourselves to single equation/inequality combinations. 
However, multiple equations and inequalities come in handy in rewrit ing specifications (section 
5) for computing semi-unifiers. 

The following proposition is easily proved. 

Proposition 5 Let S be any SEJ. For all W such that V(S) C W C V and substitutions 0-1 

and 0-2 such that 0-1 ~w 0-2 we have 

1. 0-1 E U(S) <:? 0-2 E U(S) 

2. 0-1 E USU(S) <:? 0-2 E USU(S) 

3. 0-1 E SU(S) <:? 0-2 E SU(S) 

Thus the solutions of any SEI S are closed with respect to equivalence relation ~w as long 
as W contains at least all variables occurring in S, and every unifier/uniform semi-unifier/semi
unifier can viewed as ( a representative) of a whole equivalence class of solutions. 

4 The Structure of Semi-Unifiers 

It is often quoted that most general unifiers are unique "up to renaming of variables" . As pointed 
out in [LMM87) there are several distinct notions of what this innocuous-looking little phrase 
can be taken to mean. The most commonly used notion is strong equivalence (i.e. , equivalence 
modulo ~v ). While different notions lead to a slightly different structure of unifiers for a given 
system of equations, they all admit the existence of most general unifiers (though most general 
unfiers with respect to one notion (e.g., [SS86]) are not necessarily most general with respect to 
another equivalence). 

The fact that there are most general unifiers under any of the different notions of renaming 
may have prompted Chou to write that, similarly, "it is evident" that the most general semi
unifier of an SEI is unique modulo strong equivalence, if it exists at all [Cho86, page 11). The 
breakdown in the analogy of the structure of T/~ and Sf ~ v (see theorem 3 and the discussion 
before it), however, already suggests that this claim may not be true in general, and, indeed, 
it is incorrect.11 A weaker notion of equivalence (see, e.g. [SS86, chapter 4]), however, admits 
the existence of most general semi-unifiers and an equivalent to the main structure theorem for 
unifiers. 

11 We feel tempted to say that, in view of theorem 3, uniqueness of most general unifiers with respect to strong 
equivalence is a "lucky coincidence"; or, less dramatically, a very specific property of unification that cannot 
simply be "transferred" to other problems; or, in more neutral terms, an outgrowth of the fact that the theory of 
unifiers can be viewed as a representation theory for idempotent substitutions, which indeed form a lattice with 
r espect to :5 v [Ede8$, theorem 4.9]. 
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4.1 Strong Equivalence 

Strong equivalence, ::'.v, corresponds to renaming of substitutions by composition of permutation 
substitutions; i.e., by substitutions a for which there is a- 1 such that a o a-1 = a- 1 o a = t . 

Two substitutions o-1 and o-2 are strongly equivalent if and only if there is such a permutation 
substitution a such that a o o-1 = o-2 . Strong equivalence has attracted a lot of attention because 
of its close connection to idempotent substitutions, which in turn are strongly related to systems 
of equations. 

In this subsection the terms "minimal" and "most general" always refer to :S v. 

4.1.1 Strong Equivalence and Idempotent Substitutions 

We recapitulate the most important result on the structure of unifiers modulo strong equivalence 
from [Ede85) (see also [LMM87]). Note that every SEI has a minimal unifier .12 This follows 
immediately from theorem 2. We call a minimal unifier o- of S a most general unifier of S if for 
all unifiers v of S there is a substitution p such that po o- = v. 

A substitution o- is idempotent if it satisfies o- o O' = o-. The significance of idempotent 
substitutions and their relation to unification is summarized in the main structure theorem of 
idempotent substitutions. 

Theorem 4 Let IC S denote the set of all idempotent substitutions. 

1. Every system of equations S has a most general unifier that is idempotent, and for every 
idempotent substitution O' there is a system of equations S' such that O' is a most general 
unifier of S' {with respect to :Sv ). 

2. ((Iw n U(S))/'.!f.v, ::;v) is a complete lattice for every system of equations S. 

Proof: By refinement of the proof of theorem 4.9 in [Ede85]. 

Since there are substitutions that are not strongly equivalent to any idempotent substitution, 
we have as a consequence of part 4 of this theorem that there are substitutions in S that are not 
most general unifiers. For example, {z1 f-+ f(z1), ... , Zn f-+ f(zn)} is not strongly equivalent to 
any idempotent substitution. 

Part 4 expresses not only that every system of equations has a most general unifier, but that 
there is always an idempotent most general substitution. An instance of the theorem is Eder's 
structure theorem for idempotent substitutions. 

Corollary 6 Let S be any system of equations. Let I denote the set of all idempotent substitu
tions (without w ). Then 

(Iw f ~v, $v) is a complete lattice. 

Proof: Consider S = {} in theorem 4 

4.1.2 Strong Equivalence and Semi-Unifie rs 

The set of idempotent unifiers of any system of equations forms a lattice. The fact that every 
system of equations has an idempotent most general unifier justifies in some sense the restriction 
of consideration to idempotent substitutions and unifiers, as is done from the outset in [Rob79). 

In this subsection we show that idempotent substitutions and strong equivalence fail to 
capture the structure of semi-unifiers in a major way; namely, 

12 A unifier d of an SEI Sis minimal if for every other unifier d
1 of Sit holds that d

1 ~ d ⇒ d ~ d
1

• 
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1. for any SEI S neither U(S) nor USU(S) nor SU(S) induce a lower or upper semi-lattice 
(under ~v). 

2. there are systems of equations and inequalities that have a most general semi-unifier, but 
no idempotent one; 

3. there are systems of equations and inequalities with no most general semi-unifier; 

Proposition 7 Neither one of(U(S)f~v, ~v ), (USU(S)f~v, ~v ), and (SU(S)f ~v , ~v) forms 
a lower or upper semi-lattice for any SE! S. 

Proof: Almost directly from the proofs of propositions 2 and 3. 

Proposition 8 There is an infinite family of SEI's S such that S has uniform and nonuniform 
minimal semi-unifiers u;i and <1;2 , but u;i ~v <1;2. 

Proof: 

Consider S; = {f(x1, ... , x;) ~ y}. The substitutions u;i = {y 1-t f(u1 , ... , u;)} and 
u;2 = {y 1-t f ( v1 , ... , v;)} are minimal semi-unifiers of S; since the only for p = {} 
we have p <v u;i or p <v <1;2 and {} is not a semi-unifier of G;. But there is no 
substitution a ES such that a o u;i = <1;2 or a o <1;2 = <1;1 . 

Proposition 9 There is an infinite family of SEI's S such that S has a most general uniform 
and nonuniform semi-unifier, but no idempotent one. 

Proof: 

Consider S; = {f(y1) ~ z1, ... , f(y;) ~ z;}. The substitution 

and its !:::v-equivalent substitutions are the only most general uniform and nonuni
form unifiers of S;. As we remarked earlier there is no idempotent substitution 
amongst them. 

The reason why sw, U(S), USU(S), SU(S) fail to be lattices under ~v are intuitively rather 
pathological and should cast some doubt on the appropriateness of choosing strong equivalence 
as the "proper" notion of renaming on substitutions for semi-unification. 

4.2 Weak Equivalence 

In this section we define an equivalence relation on substitutions relative to systems of equations 
and inequalities that is properly weaker than strong equivalence. We will show that this relation, 
weak equivalence, ties general substitutions and systems of equations and inequalities together 
just as strong equivalence ties idempotent substitutions and systems of equations together (the
orem 4). 

Definition 7 (Weak equivalence) 
Substitutions u1 and u2 are called weakly equivalent with respect to SE! S ( or simply S

equivalent if <11 ==:v(s) <12 where V(S) denotes the set of variables occurring in S. 

A k-ary context is a term C E T(F, C, VU MV) where MV is a k-element set {y1 , ... , yk} 
of meta-variables disjoint from V and C. For subsitution u : VU MV .,_. T(F, C, V), u = {Y1 1-t 

M1, ... , Yk 1-t Mk} the result of applying u to C is denoted by C[M1, . .. , Mk]. 
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Lemma 10 There is an operation I\ : T x TH T such that 

1. [MI\ N] = [M] I\ [N] for all M, NET. 

2. C [M1 , . . . , Mk] I\ C [Mf, . .. , M£] = C[M1 I\ M{, . .. , Mk I\ M£] for all k, k-ary contexts C , 
and terms M1 , . . . , Mk and Mf, . . . , Ml. 

Proof: 

ad (1): See [Hue76); see also [LMM87). 

ad (2): Huet's definition of/\ has the property that f(M) I\ f(N) = f(M I\ N) for 
every functor f. The result follows by structural induction on C . 

For every operation that satisfies lemma 10, part 1, the following proposition holds. 

Proposition 11 For all terms M1, M2, N1, N2 ET such that M1 ~ M2 and N1 ~ N2 it holds 
that M1 I\ N1 ~ M2 I\ N2. 

For any SEI S, we call a ( uniform) semi-unifier u of S a most general ( uniform) semi-unifier of 
S if for all (uniform) semi-unifiers v of S there is a substitution p such that (pou) lv(s)= v lv(S) · 
Similarly, from now on a unifier of S will be called most general if it is minimum with respect 
to ~V(S) instead of ~v as in the previous section. 

Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 5 1. Every system of equations and inequalities S has a most general (uniform} 
semi-unifier, and for every substitution u there is a system of equations and inequalities 
S' such that u is a most general (uniform) semi-unifier of S. 

2. (SU(S)/<:!!vcs)' :'.Sv(s)) (as well as (USU(S)/<:!!vcs)' ~V(S))) is a complete lattice for every 
system of equations and inequalities S. 

As an immediate consequence we have 

Corollary 12 Every solvable SE/ S has a most general idempotent semi-unifier. 

Proof: (Proof of corollary) 

Take a most general semi-unifier u of S. If V(S) = {x1 , .. . , xn} define u' = {x1 H 

x1, ... , Xn H x~} where x1, ... , x~ are pairwise distinct variables not occurring in S . 
Then u' is idempotent and a most general semi-unifier of S. 

The theorem can be strengthened and still holds ifwe replace ==v(s) (weak equivalence) and 
~V(S) by 2:cw and ~w, respectively, where W is any co-infinite subset of V containing V(S). 
With S = {} and part 2 of this strengthened version we obtain the missing part of the proof of 
theorem 3. 

Proof: (Proof of theorem) 

For part 2, since every complete semi-lattice is automatically a complete lattice and 
since every N oetherian lower semi-lattice is a complete lower semi-lattice, it is suffi
cient to show that (SU(S)f<:!!v(s)' ~v(s)) is a lower semi-lattice. 

Let u1 and u 2 be semi-unifiers of S. Let x1 , ... , Xk be the set V(S) of variables 
occurring in S. Denote u1 (xi) by M; and u2(x;) by N; for 1 ~ i ~ k . Now define 
u = { x1 1-+ M1 /\ N1, ... , Xk 1-+ Mk I\ Nk} with /\ defined as in lemma 10. 
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First we show that <F is a semi-unifier of S. Without loss of generality (see proof 
of proposition 4) we can assume that S consists of one equation and n inequalities. 
There are contexts C0 , C1, ... , Cn and C/J, C{, . .. , C~ such that S is equal to 

{ Co[x1, ... ,xk] = Cb[x1, . .. ,xk]} (equation) 

{ C,[,,, ... ,,,] < Cf[zt, . . . ,x,]} 
(inequalities) 

Cn[x1, .. . ,xk] < C~[x1, ... , xk] 

By assumption both o-1 and o-2 are semi-unifiers of S, and so 

Co[M1, . . . , Mk] = Cb(M1, .. . , Mk] 

Ci[M1, .. . , Mk] < Cf[M1, ... , Mk] 

Cn[M1, . .. ,Mk] < C~[M1, ... , Mk] 

holds as well as 

Co[N1, ... , Nk] Cb[N1, .. . ,Nk] 

Ci(N1, ... , Nk] < Cf[N1, ... , Nk] 

Cn[N1, .. . , Nk] ~ C~[N1, . . . ,Nk] 

By proposition 11 this implies that 

Co[M1, ... , Mk] I\ Co[N1, .. . , Nk] C/J[M1, .. . , Mk] I\ C/J[N1, ... , Nk] 

C1[M1, ... , Mk] I\ Ci[N1, ... , Nk] < Cf[M1, .. . , Mk] I\ Cf[N1, ... , Nk] 

Cn[M1, . .. , Mk] I\ Cn[N1, ... , Nk] < C~[M1, . .. , Mk] I\ C~[N1 , . .. , Nk] 

holds, and by lemma 10, part 2, we conclude that 

holds true. This, in turn, shows that u is a semi-unifier of S. 

We now show that any other semi-unifier u' that is a lower bound of both o-1 and o-2 is 
also a lower bound of u . Define u'(x;) = L; for 1 :Si :S k . Since u' is a lower bound 
of <r1 (with respect to :Svcs)) it holds that [L1, ... , Lk] :S [M1, ... , Mk] for some 
arbitrary functor[ .. . ] written in infix-notation; similarly, [L1, ... , Lk] :S [N1 , ... , Nk]-
Consequently, [L1, ... , Lk] :S [M1, . .. , Mk] I\ [N1, .. . , Nk] and, by lemma 10, part 
2, (L1, . . . , Lk] :S (M1 /\ N1, ... , Mk I\ Nk]i i.e., there is a substitution p such that 
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p([Li, . .. , Lk] = [M1 /\ N1 , .. . , Mk I\ Nk] - But this immediately implies p(u'(x;)) = 
u(xi) for 1 ::; i::; k, and thus u' $v(S) u. 

For part 1, part 2 shows that every system of equations and inequalities has a most 
general semi-unifier. Conversely, let u be an arbitrary substitution. If u = w then 
clearly <J" is a most general semi-unifier of {/(x) = x }. If u = {x1 ,_ M1 , . .. , Xk ,_ 

Mk} let a = { x1 ,_ Xi, .. • , Xk ,_ xD where Xi, . . . , x~ are pairwise distinct variables 
disjoint from x1, ... , x1c . Now define S = {a(M1)::; x1, ... , a(M1c)::; xk} . Clearly, u 
is a most general semi-unifier of S. 

There are more constructive proofs of the uniqueness of most general semi-unifiers modulo 
weak equivalence, but they neither yield the powerful structure theorem 5 nor do they lead to a 
uniformly terminating algorithm for computing most general semi-unifiers. A pair of rewriting 
specifications for computing most general semi-unifiers are given in the following section. 

5 Specification of Most General Semi-Unifiers 

In this section we present basic, implementable rewriting specifications for most general semi
unifiers . The first is a natural and straightforward extension of the rewriting specification for 
most general unifiers from [Her30], which was expounded by Martelli and Montanary and used 
as the starting point for the development of efficient unification algorithms [MM82]. This system 
is in general, though, nonterminating. The second rewriting specification refines the first one by 
adding an "extended" occurs check. It can be shown that there is an effective rewriting strategy 
for the second specification that leads to uniform termination of rewritings. 

5.1 The Naive Rewriting Specification 

For technical reasons we consider the special string "Unsolvable SEI" an SEI from now on 
that has only semi-unifier, namely w. The first specification, given in figure 1 is straightforward, 
and similar versions can be found in the literature (see [Cho86]). This rewriting system preserves 
semi-unifiers in a sense that we shall make precise below. 

Definition 8 Let => be a reduction relation on systems of equations and inequalities. 

1. The relation=> is sound if for every S, S' such that S => S' and for every semi-unifier o-1 

of S' there is a semi-unifier <J" of S such that u lv(s)= u' lv(s) ( and thus u e:cv(s) u' ). 

2. The relation => is complete if for every S, S' such that S => S' and for every semi-unifier 
<J" of S there is a semi-unifier u' of S' such that u lv(s)= u' lv(S) ( and thus <J" e:cv(s) u' ). 

Informally and imprecisely speaking, soundness expresses that a reduction step does not add 
semi-unifiers, and completeness means that no semi-unifiers are lost in a reduction step. 

Proposition 13 The reduction relation defined by the naive rewriting system {in figure 1} is 
sound and complete. 

Proof: Induction on the number of rewriting steps. 

Any SEI S is in normal form with respect to a reduction relation => if there is no S' such 
that S => S' . If an SEI is in normal form with respect to the naive rewriting system or the 
canonical rewriting system below it is easy to extract a most general semi-unifier from it. 
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Given an SEI S with k inequalities we initially tag all the inequality symbols with distinct 
"colors" 1, . .. , k indicated by superscripts of the inequality symbol; e.g., ~(l). Then non
deterministically choose an equation or inequality and take a rewriting action depending on 
its form." (The string "Unsolvable SEI" is a special symbol not occurring in any term.) 

1. f(M1, .. . , Mk)= f(N1, .. . , Nk): 

Replace by the equations M1 = N1, ... , Mk= Mk. 

2. f (M1, .. . , Mk) = g(N1, . .. , N1) where f and g are distinct functors: 

Replace current SEI by "Unsolvable SEI" (functor clash). 

3. f(M1 , ... ,Mk) = x: 

Replace by x = f(M1, ... ,Mm)-

4. x = f(M1, .. . , Mk) where x occurs in at least one of M1, ... , Mk: 

Replace current SEI by "Unsolvable SEI" (occurs check) . 

5. x = f(M1, ... ,Mk) where x does not occur in M1, . . . ,Mk, but occurs in another 
equation or inequality: 

Replace x by f(M1, .. . , Mk) in all other equations or inequalities. 

6. X = x: 

Delete it. 

7. f(M1, .. . , Mk) ~(i) f(N1, ... , Nk): 

Replace by inequalities M1 ~(i) N1, . .. , Mk ~(i) Mk. 

8. x ~(i) Mand x ~(i) N: 

Delete one of the two inequalities and add the equation M = N . 

9. f(M1, . . . ,Mk)~(i)x: 

Add the equation x = f(xL ... , xD where x~, ... , xk are new variables not occurring 
anywhere else. 

0 Without loss of generality we restrict ourselves to the case where C = {}. 

Figure 1: Naive rewriting specification 
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Proposition 14 Let S be a system of equations and inequalities in normal form with respect to 
the reduction relation defin ed by the naive (canonical) rewriting syst em in figure 1. 

[JS= {xi= M1 , .. . ,x,. = M1<,Y1::; N1 , . .. , y1::; Ni} then the subst itution u = {x1 1-+ 

M1 , ... , x,. 1--+ Mk} is a most general idempotent semi-unifier of S . 

Proof: By inspection 

To determine a most general semi-unifier of an SEI S we can apply the naive rewrit ing system 
to it and, if it terminates in a normal form S' we can extract a most general semi-unifier of S' . 
If S' = "Unsolvable SEI" then S is unsolvable; otherwise there is a most general semi-unifier u' 
of S' according to proposition 14. As a result of proposition 13 the restriction u' lv (S) ( or u' 
itself) is a most general semi-unifier of S . 

5.2 The Canonical Rewriting Specification 

There are systems of equations and inequalities for which there is no finite rewriting derivation in 
the naive rewriting system; that is, no sequence of rewriting steps such that after a finite number 
of steps no more rewritings are possible. Consider, for example, the system So= {f( x, g(y)) ::; 
f (y, x)} . It is easy to see that there is always at least one rule applicable. 

The main reason for nontermination is that the last inequality rule, rule (9) , introduces new 
variables every time it is executed. Replacing it with the deceivingly pleasing rule 

f(M1, ... ,M,.)::; x : 

Add the equation x = f(M1 , . . . , M,.) . 

would indeed eliminate the nontermination problem of rewriting derivations, but also its com
pleteness. To see this, consider, for example, the system S1 = {f(g(y) ,g(y))::; f(x,f(f(y)))} . 
There is a derivation that would lead us to claim, incorrectly, that S1 has no semi-unifiers. 

If we reconsider system So it is easy to see that it is unsolvable. This is due to the fact that 
the inequalities 

g(y) < X 

X ::; y 

are not uniformly solvable. If we denote the length of a term M by IMI, then any solution 
M1 for x and M2 for y would have to satisfy the numeric inequalities IM1I ::; IM2I and IMil 2: 
lu(M2)I 2: IM2I + 1, which is clearly impossible. We can catch this case by refining rule (9) 
with an "extended" occurs check. More precisely, let us call the rewriting system with rule (9) 
replaced by the rules in figure 2 the canonical rewriting system. 

Proposition 15 The reduction relation defined by the rewriting system in figure 1 with rule (9) 
replaced by the rules (9.1} and (9. 2} from figure 2 is sound and complete. 

Proof: See discussion of system S0 • 

For any rewriting system we will call any uniformly terminating algorithm that, given an 
input, picks a rewrite rule to be executed, an effective rewriting strategy. 

Even though there are still infinite rewriting derivations possible in the canonical rewriting 
system we have the following theorem. 
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(9.1) f(M1, . .. ,Mi:) 5(io) x and there are variables xo , ... , xn such that x = xo , x, 5U;) 
Xi+i are inequalities in the current SEI for O 5 i 5 n - 1 and some colors i 1 , . . . , in- l, 
and there exists an i such that Xn occurs in Mi: 

Replace current SEI by "Unsolvable SEI" (extended occurs check) . 

(9.2) f(M1, ... , Mi:) 5(io) x and there is no sequence of variables xo , ... , Xn such that 
x = xo, Xi 5U,) Xi+i are inequalities in the current SEI for O 5 i 5 n - 1 and some 
colors i1, ... , in-l, and Xn occurs in some Mi: 

Add the equation x = f(x~, ... , xD where Xi, ... , x~ are new variables not occurring 
anywhere else. 

Figure 2: Extended occurs check 

Lemma 16 There exists an effective rewriting strategy for the canonical rewriting system S1lch 
that the strategy admits only finite rewriting derivations. 

In fact any strategy that executes rule (9.2) only if there are no other rules applicable satisfies 
this lemma. 

The proof of this lemma is nontrivial and is omitted here. Precise complexity-theoretic 
characterizations of nonuniform and uniform semi-unification and related polymorphic type in
ference problems as well as "structurally" optimal concrete algorithms can be found in a separate 
article ( see also section 6). An immediate consequence of this lemma is the decidability of semi
unification. 

Theorem 6 The set of all solvable systems of equations and inequalities is decidable. 

We have implemented a concise functional program for computing most general semi-unifiers 
in SETL [SDDS86] . This specification has already appeared in [Hen88]. 

6 Other Results 

Our interest in semi-unification stems from its close connection to parametric polymorphic type 
inference. The programming language ML [Har86] is an implicitly typed polymorphic pro
gramming language with a polymorphic typing rule for let-bindings (thus sometimes also called 
let-polymorphism). While the type inference problem for its functional core had been thought 
to be theoretically and practically feasible, recently Kanellakis and Mitchell showed that it is 
PSPACE-hard [KM89]. An extension of ML's typing system with a polymorphic typing rule for 
possibly nested recursive definitions, which we call the Milner-Mycroft Calculus, was studied by 
Mycroft [Myc84] and, in a restricted form, by Meertens [Mee83]. Kfoury, Tiuryn, and Urzycyn 
devised a complicated, essentially nonconstructive method to show decidability of type inference 
in this system [KTU88). Their proof, however, was later retracted. 

We have recently been able to prove the following results in collaboration with Ken Perry, 
which will appear in a forthcoming paper [HP88). 

l. The following problems are log-space equivalent: 

• Type inference in the Milner-Mycroft Calculus 

• Type inference in the Milner-Mycroft Calculus restricted to instances with only one 
outermost recursive definition and no let-bindings and no nested recursive definitions 
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• Nonuniform semi-unification 

2. Nonuniform semi-unification can be computed in doubly exponential time. 

3. Uniform semi-unification can be computed in polynomial space. 

The reduction of the Milner-Mycroft Calculus to semi-unification was already published in 
[Hen88). Somewhat surprisingly, the log-space equivalence of the Milner-Mycroft Calculus with 
a highly restricted version of it expresses that, in terms of type inference, nesting of let-bindings 
and recursive definitions is no harder than a single recursive definition. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented semi-unification, which is the problem of solving equations and 
subsumption inequalities of the form M 1 :::; M 2 between first-order terms. We have poin ted out 
that systems of equations and inequalities do not permit unique most general solutions modulo 
strong equivalence. However, the solutions of any system of equations and inequalities form a 
complete lattice with respect to a weaker form of equivalence (and corresponding partial order), 
called weak equivalence here; this is in analogy to the main structure theorem for unifiers. We 
have given a straightforward rewriting specification for computing most general solutions; and 
we have presented a refined version that guarantees uniform termination. The exact connection 
of semi-unification with type infe rence and recent complexity-theoretic results are only briefly 
mentioned. 
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